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Household Cloth Object Set: Fostering
Benchmarking in Deformable Object Manipulation
Irene Garcia-Camacho1 , Júlia Borràs1 , Berk Calli2 , Adam Norton3 and Guillem Alenyà1

Abstract—Benchmarking of robotic manipulations is one of
the open issues in robotic research. An important factor that
has enabled progress in this area in the last decade is the
existence of common object sets that have been shared among
different research groups. However, the existing object sets are
very limited when it comes to cloth-like objects that have unique
particularities and challenges. This paper is a first step towards
the design of a cloth object set to be distributed among research
groups from the robotics cloth manipulation community. We
present a set of household cloth objects and related tasks that
serve to expose the challenges related to gathering such an
object set and propose a roadmap to the design of common
benchmarks in cloth manipulation tasks, with the intention to
set the grounds for a future debate in the community that will
be necessary to foster benchmarking for the manipulation of
cloth-like objects. Some RGB-D and object scans are collected as
examples for the objects in relevant configurations and shared
in http://www.iri.upc.edu/groups/perception/ClothObjectSet/
Index Terms—Performance Evaluation and Benchmarking,
Perception for Grasping and Manipulation

I. I NTRODUCTION

B

ENCHMARKING in the context of robotic manipulation
has gained a lot of attention in the last decade because
it is crucial to enable progress. However, benchmarking for
manipulation still remains a challenge due to several reasons:
Large number of robot embodiments make repeatability and
comparison between results difficult. The variety in strategies
to solve a task and the high level of intertwinement between
perception, planning and control make it difficult to describe
the building blocks that need to be solved to resolve a
task. Also, the need to demonstrate results with real robot
experiments makes complicated to gather data that can be
replicated.
A big step towards standarization was done in [1] with the
introduction of the YCB object set, introducing easily available
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Fig. 1: The household cloth object set. Includes objects of very
different sizes, repetitions, different shapes and different types of
cloth

physical objects together with other data like object models
and templates to define protocols and benchmarks for different
tasks. The considerably wide spread of use of this object set
has allowed progress towards standarization and comparision
of results. In this work, we present a first step towards the
extension of the YCB object set for highly deformable clothlike objects (Fig. 1). Our objective is to spark a discussion
in the community of robotic cloth manipulation towards the
definition and creation of a cloth-like object set of several categories: household items, dressing items, cloth-type samples
and rigid cloth-related items. In this work, we concentrate
on the first category, household items, providing a selection
of textile objects of different sizes and weights. Household
items are the simplest category in terms of geometry but are
challenging enough to identify the problems and issues that
need to be solved.
One of the main challenges when creating standarized object
sets is the continuity of the stock of a particular item. That was
already an issue for the YCB object set, but the span of the life
cycle for clothing items is even shorter, making it very difficult
to consider the option of providing a shopping list like the one
proposed in [3]. Previous works on benchmarking cloth manipulation also indicated a shopping list for the objects used [21],
but links are not longer available. Alternatively, for T-shirts,
it just indicated the measures. However, different T-shirts of
the same size can behave very differently depending on the
fabric properties. To solve these challenges, the selection of
the objects of the set has been carefully conducted based on the
recommendations of the business department of the selected
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TABLE I: Literature object and cloth data sets.
Dataset

Year

Objects

1

YCB [2]

2015

77

2

ACRV [3]

2017

42

3

Household objects [4]

2009

43

2012

100

4

KIT database [5]

5

VisGraB [6]

2012

18

6

BigBird [7]

2014

127

7

Data type
RGB-D images
High-res images
3D mesh models
RGB-D images
High-res images
3D mesh models
RGB images
3D mesh models
Grasp annotation?
Stereo images
3D models
3D mesh models
high-res images

CLUBS [8]

2019

85

RGB-D dataset

8

DexNet [9]

2017

40

9

GraspNet [10]

2020

88

2016
2007
2021
2013
2013
2014
2013
2013
2014
2018

25
21
34
21
12
6
16
7
6
4

3D mesh model
RGB-D images
Grasp pose annotation
3D mesh models
RGB-D dataset
3D models
Mesh models
RGB images
RGB images synthetic dataset
Depth
stereo-pair RGB images
RGB-D images
RGB-D images
Depth

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Warehouse P&P
Rothlin
DefGraspSim
Yamazaki
Mariolis
Doumanoglou
Glasgow’s Database
Willimon
Ramisa
Corona

[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]
[18]
[19]
[20]

supplier. In addition, we have already purchased a large
number of the clothing items and put together several object
sets, which will be supplied to the research groups around the
world that show interest and focus on cloth manipulation to
achieve easy dissemination and use.
Cloth objects are complex to describe. The textile industry
has many tools to define the properties of cloth to a very
fine degree of precision, probably not needed for robotics.
However, the cloth tags only provide information of the yarn
material, that is not enough to deduce the dynamic properties
of a piece of cloth. The work in [22] proposed a taxonomy
to classify cloth type based on material and on the fabrication
method, and they developed a classifier that could distinguish
between woven vs. knitted samples of polyester, wool and
cotton materials. In this work, we annotate the dimension of
each cloth item in rest position but also under pulling forces
along the edges and also diagonally (shear) to capture the
different deformability capacities of each item. In addition,
in the website we provide microscopic images of the fabrics,
whose inspection was used in [22] to get the ground truth of
the fabrication method of each analysed fabric.

Purpose

Physical
objects
available?

Grasping

Yes

2

Grasping

Yes

2

Grasping
Recognition,
localization and
manipulation

Yes

4

No

No

Grasping

No

No

Recognition

No

No

No

8

No

1

Grasp evaluation

No

No

3D pose estimation
Grasping
Grasp evaluation
Classification
Shape-matching
Recognition
3D point cloud
Feature detection and Classification
Feature extraction
Classification and Grasp location

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Segmentation,
classification and detection
Grasp evaluation

Textile
objects?

can be used in real-life robot experiments for benchmarking
manipulation, the number decreases notably. Table I summarises some of the object sets found in the literature that
have been used for robotic grasping and manipulation. The
vast majority of these datasets are not intended to be used
in real experimental work and do not provide the necessary
information for its physical acquisition. However, having the
physical objects available has been shown very relevant to
allow progress and fair comparison of results.

II. R ELATED W ORK

For instance, the YCB object set [2] is now widely established and many groups test their algorithms using it.
It consists of a wide range of objects to allow different
manipulations. It includes two textile objects: a tablecloth and
a T-shirt. In addition, as it was designed for benchmarking
manipulation, they ensured the physical acquisition of objects
through the distribution of several sets among the research
community. Alternatives include the works [3, 4] that provided
shopping lists to purchase objects and included some textiles
as shirts, pants, gloves or socks. Nevertheless, these three
works together only sum 7 different textile objects. Also, these
works provided a database including RGB-D images and 3D
mesh models for all the objects except for those that do not
have a determinate shape, i.e., textile objects.

Progress in computer vision has been possible mainly thanks
to the creation of datasets used for perception tasks such as
detection, classification and pose estimation, providing images,
point clouds, and meta-data of different collections of rigid
objects. This line of work has been extended to the study of
simulated grasping of rigid objects with other types of data
such as 3D mesh models and grasp annotations. However,
when searching for standardized sets of physical objects that

Similar to rigid object datasets, there are some cloth-related
sets in the literature, some of them shown in the grey final rows
of Table I. The majority of these works create a small object set
of garments, trying to span different types and shapes, for testing their perception and manipulation approaches. However,
these object sets are not intended to be used for others and
therefore no physical information of the objects is provided.
Some examples of this are [14, 15, 23] whose purpose was to
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demonstrate the effectiveness of their approaches in classifying
and recognising different clothes. In our previous work [21],
which focused on the definition of assessment measures to
evaluate the performance of three specific cloth manipulation
tasks, we used a small set of 4 objects. These objects had a
problem of accessibility for other research groups and lacked
a wide range of objects to allow variability in the executions
of the proposed and other cloth manipulation tasks. This work
also missed clear protocols to set the objects in several initial
configurations and maintenance instructions to maintain the
objects in the same conditions as long as possible.
To the best of our knowledge, no object set rich in a variety
of textile objects exists to the moment, not to say that there are
no cloth-like sets that can be acquired physically for testing
manipulations with real robotic systems.
III. T HE CLOTH OBJECT SET
In this section, we describe the cloth object set. In contrary
to the works seen in the literature (with the exception of [2]),
we intend to supply this cloth set to several research institutions, offering an easy access for its use in real manipulation
applications for benchmarking purposes. Our intention is to
have a similar distribution mechanism to the YCB object set.
It is important to note that, in contrast to common objects that
can be found in a supermarket (e.g. object provided in the
YCB set), the textile market changes very frequently and the
availability of the items are often very short term. To avoid
this problem, we worked with the business department of our
clothing supplier, identified long term items in their supply
chain, and made our selections accordingly.
A. Object Set
In this set we concentrate on household objects, leaving
dressing items and other categories for future work, with the
aim of offering a wide variety of objects for this category.
Our aim is to stablish the criteria for selecting the items and

al e
last
icity

4%
2%
4%
2%
3%
3%
1%
1%
1%
2%
4%
2%
4%
7%

gon

5%
4%
5%
2%
3%
2%
2%
2%
1%
2%
2%
4%
1%
4%
4%

Dia

elas
ticit
y
Wid
th

elas
ticit
y

(Kg
)

0.080
0.22
0.64
0.5
0.9 × 2 × 0.3 0.38
0.7 × 0.7
0.12
0.45 × 1.1
0.13
1.7 × 2.5
0.75
∅2
0.56
0.5 × 0.5
0.05
0.5 × 0.5
0.05
0.5 × 0.7
0.05
0.5 × 0.7
0.05
0.5 × 0.7
0.10
0.5 × 0.7
0.08

Len
gth

0.3 × 0.5
0.5 × 0.9
0.9 × 1.5
1.6 × 2.8

Wei
ght

1
5
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
4
1
1
2
3

App
rox.

Small Towel
Med. towel
Big towel
Bedsheet
Fitted bedsheet
Sq. pillowcase
Rect. pillowcase
Rect. tablecloth
Round tablecloth
Cotton napkin
Linen napkin
Towel rag
Linen rag
Waffle rag
Chekered rag

App
rox.
Dim
ens.
(m)

Name

Quantity

Kitchen

Dinning Bedroom Bath.

Category

TABLE II: List of objects

17%
13%
12%
9%
5%
9%
5%
8%
13%
16%
17%
10%
23%
17%

the kind of information that is needed. An overview of the
proposed object set can be seen in Fig. 1, in Table II and in
more detail in the related website1 .
The object set selection consists of objects that can be
found in any house and are used to perform a wide range
of household chores tasks such as folding, pilling, table
setting or bed making. As this object set is designed for
benchmarking manipulation it covers sizes from 30cm up to
200cm to provide different complexity of manipulations and
allowing to be used with different sized workspaces. It also
includes different textile fabrics and textures, which offers
variability in the textile properties such as rigidity, elasticity
and roughness, what affects aspects as the dynamics of the
object under contacts. Also, the variety on size and fabric types
offer objects with different weights, suitable for several endeffector payloads. Table II picks up the physical properties
of the objects as their dimension, weight and % of elasticity
under tension. Since due to the manufacturing process the
dimensions and weight of the same objects may vary a little,
we have measured the real dimensions of the acquired objects
and computed the difference to the labelled value, finding that
for the majority of the objects there is an error between 0.5%
and 1% but for some rags this error is of up to a 3%.
In the textile market, the supply is highly variable over time,
making it difficult for a product to remain stable during the
seasons and even less from one year to the next. This has
been the main selection criterion. For this reason, we have
prioritised choosing basic products in terms of colour and
texture, as there are the objects that last longer available.
The object set provides:
• Very different sized objects of the same type, that allows
to compare strategies for manipulating small and larger
objects that require different robotic workspace sizes.
• It has repeated objects like the 5 medium towels, to
allow tasks like piling/unpiling.
1 http://www.iri.upc.edu/groups/perception/ClothObjectSet/
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•

•

•

•

•

It has repeated not equal objects like rags or napkins
with the same size but different fabric properties, allowing
the possibility to compare one method on different textiles which can provide insight on adaptability on fabric
dynamics and tips to improve the performance.
It has very large sized objects of different materials
and weights, like the bedsheet, the big towel or the
tablecloths. These type of big objects require to develop
novel grasping strategies that do not use perception due
to its large size, e.g. once a corner is grasped, extra
manipulations are necessary to locate and reach the
second corner, like tracing the edge or with re-grasps.
It includes a round shaped object with which it cannot
make use of the corner location strategy for manipulation
and requires strategies based on geometries for example
for folding tasks.
It has items with double layer like pillowcases similar
as in T-shirts. These objects may require different manipulation strategies for properly handle them.
It also has objects with complex features like the fitted
bedsheet, requiring to implement force strategies for
the manipulation of the adjustable hem, or the tubular
pillowcase which involve a complex tasks like fit a pillow
in the pillowcase without slipping from the other side.

Fig. 2: Example of wrinkle removal through ironing.

Fig. 3: Examples of cloth tags that need to be removed before use.

with the hem, taking care not to cut the seam that joins it
or damage the fabric (see Fig. 3c). The hanger is useful
for setting the cloths on a common hanging configuration
so we recommend not cutting it but if necessary it is
allowed to do so.
IV. B ENCHMARKING GUIDELINES

B. Initial setup and maintenance
This cloth set aims to be used in several research institutions
working on deformable object manipulation for benchmarking
purposes. For this reason, once the cloth set is acquired it is
necessary to follow some indications in order to maintain the
objects as far as possible in the same conditions, as textiles
properties can be greatly modified depending on the treatment
and use you give to them. Thus, we defined a list of do’s and
dont’s:
• Washing: Washing modifies the properties of clothes in
different manners depending on the type of washing
machine, water properties, washing products, etc. what
makes it difficult to define a common protocol for washing. For this reason, it is not permitted to wash the objects.
• Ironing: Ironing is allowed in order to remove lines and
wrinkles (see Fig. 2) to avoid errors as they influence the
cloth state and in their behaviour in some task executions,
such as placing or folding, tending to appear bendings in
the parts where there are folding lines.
• Dyeing: If desired, it is possible to dye some relevant
parts of the cloth as edges or corners to ease perception.
To do so, use some textile markers that do not damage
or modify the fabric properties of the cloth. For example,
tape or stickers fixed on the corners will increase the
rigidity of the cloth, but textile liquid colorants or marker
pens will not.
• Cut tags: All objects come in a packaging with three different type of tags (see Fig. 3). The two first ones must be
removed by cutting the plastic strip and the cord in order
to properly handle the objects. For some manipulations
(e.g. edge tracing) or perception applications it is also
recommended to cut the third tag cutting the label flush

In this section, we explore the challenges faced when
designing a benchmark in cloth manipulation and provide
guidelines that can serve as a roadmap to do so, using the
present cloth set.
The structure of current robotic manipulation benchmarks
consists of a setup description, a task description and a
definition of the assessment measures [1]. In the case of benchmarking cloth manipulation, the setup description includes the
hardware (e.g. robotic system, perception sensors, etc) and the
textile objects that have to be used as well as the initial configurations from where to start. The task description explains
the main actions of the task to be evaluated and the expected
outcome. Finally, the evaluation metrics can consider only the
final result of the task or could also provide assessment on the
substates of the task (e.g. success in grasping the first corner
in a spreading task) [24]. With this present work, we take
a step towards the creation of standard benchmarks regarding
setup and task descriptions with the introduction of normalised
objects and configurations and providing guidelines for many
cloth manipulation tasks. The following sections of this paper
attend these aspects: In section IV-A relevant configurations
of textiles are identified providing detailed protocols and in
Section IV-B cloth manipulation tasks are proposed as tasks
for benchmarking with a description of the main actions
and expected outcomes, as well as a discussion of possible
assessment measures.
A. Protocols for initial configurations
As clothes can adopt infinite states, contrary to rigid objects, it is necessary to identify some configurations in order
to properly handle them. Some of these configurations are
relevant because they are usually initial or final states in cloth
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Fig. 4: Three fold protocol sequence.

manipulation tasks. We describe here these configurations and
clear protocols to set the objects in these states.
The relevant configurations identified in the literature are:
[Ft]
Flat: Completely spread in a flat surface.
[Fd] Folded: Folded in halfs three times.
[Hco] Hanging corner: Hanging grasped by a corner.
[H2co] Hanging two corners: Hanging grasped by two adja[Hh]
[Cr]
[Pl]
[Fit]

cent corners, having the object flat in the air.
Hanging hanger: Placed in a wall hanger. All the
towels and rags have a hanging strip.
Crumpled: Any other configuration not represented.
Pile: Folded cloths stacked one on top of the other.
Fitted: Pillowcases with padding, fitted bedsheet in
bed.

We propose protocols for setting the cloths in these initial configurations. This is a necessary point for common
replicable research for benchmarking purposes, as the starting
configuration of the cloth greatly influences on the required
manipulations to accomplish a determinate task.
1) Flat state: This state is the most basic configuration
of a cloth, useful for its recognition, and necessary as a
starting state for performing common tasks such as folding. A
perfect placed cloth is the one that has been flattened removing
wrinkles and bends. We suggest having the cloth flat with the
hanger faced on the top side as the standard flat state [Ft].
2) Folded state: Although folded could be considered a
simple state for cloths, there are many possible ways to fold
even a simple rectangular cloth. For instance, a cloth can be
folded in halfs or in three parts, joining the adjacent corners
of the shorter or the longer edge, etc.
The folding [Fd] protocol described in this section consists
on a three-fold pipeline (see Fig. 4). This procedure results in
a cloth placed on the table with the corner visible on top of
the cloth and facing the shorter edge (see Fig. 5a).
(a) Place flat the cloth on a table, with the labels on the top
side.
(b) Fold in half by the long edge and join the corners.
(c) Repeat steps 1 and 2 two times.
Observe that the folded cloth can be rotated in order to
increase the complexity of grasping, triggering the need to
regrasp the cloth to access the corner (Fig. 5).
This protocol can be performed for most of the objects,
but due to their smaller and larger sizes, for the small towel
it is sufficient to perform two folds and for the rectangular
tablecloth and bedsheet it is recommended five folds.
The round tablecloth and fitted bedsheet require specific
folding protocols due to their shape or characteristics (stepby-step videos are in the related webpage).

5

Fig. 5: Three examples of increasing complexity according to the
rotation of the folded cloth.

3) Hanging one corner state: In any cloth manipulation
task it is a necessary step to grasp first one of the corners and
lift the cloth. Some works in literature use this state to locate
other relevant parts to grasp as edges or other corners [20].
The hanging [Hco] protocol defined consists on placing the
cloth flat as in the flat protocol, grasp one of the corners and
lift it up with a vertical motion.
4) Hanging two corner state: In the same way, a cloth
hanging by two corners is a usual state when manipulating
clothes, as it is a relevant configuration for recognition purposes and is considered the final state of an unfolding in the
air. The hanging [H2co] protocol consists on grasping two
adjacent corners of the shorter edge of the cloth and lift it up
until having the cloth completely flat in the air.
5) Hanging by hanger state: In addition to the previous
two states, another easy way to normalise the hanging state of
a cloth is [Hh] by using the hanger strip attached to one of
the edges, found in all the towels, napkins and rags.
6) Crumpled state: This configuration is very difficult to
define as can correspond to an infinite number of possible
states of the cloth. This makes extremely difficult to define
clear protocols that ensure repeatibility. One attempt to define
a protocol for crumpled [Cr] can be found in [21].
7) Pile: It is common to find stacks of folded clothes in
human environments as it is a simple and clean way to organise
and store several items. This state is a derivative of the folded
state, so the protocol to set several cloth in a piled state [Pl]
consists on following the folding protocol with five different
objects (e.g. five medium towels or five rags) and place them
on a table one on top of the other having each of them the
same orientation.
8) Fitted: The fitted state [Fit] has been defined for two
specific objects of the cloth set according to their real applications: fitted bedsheet and pillowcases. The first one consists
on having the fitted bedsheet correctly placed on a mattress, i.e.
place the bedsheet flat on a single bed and fit the four elastic
hems of the corners under the corners of the bed until the
bedsheet is fully stretched. On the other side, the pillowcases
are meant to cover pillows of 60x60cm and 100x45cm for the
squared and the rectangular, respectively. In order to properly
fit the squared pillowcase, this should have the entire padding
inside with the flap closure covering it. On the other hand, the
rectangular pillowcase has tubular shape with both sides open,
so when adjusting the pillow filling inside it should be in the
center, without coming out through any of the openings.
B. Cloth manipulation tasks
We propose some cloth manipulation tasks that can be
implemented with the present object set, that provide many
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TABLE III: Objects vs Tasks.
Initial states*
Ft Fd Hco H2co
Folding
X
X
X
Small Towel
Unfolding
X X X
Big Towel
Pick&Place
X
Spreading
X X
X
Folding
X
X
X
Unfolding
X X X
Medium Towel
Pick&Place
X
(x5)
Spreading
X X
X
Piling/Unpiling
X
Folding
X
X
X
Sq. pillowcase
Unfolding
X X X
Rect. pillowcase
Pick&Place
X
Fitting
X
X
X
Spreading
X X
X
Folding
X
X
X
Fitted bedsheet
Pick&Place
X
Fitting
X
X
X
Spreading
X
X
Rect. tablecloth
Folding
X
X
X
Round tablecloth
Unfolding
X X X
Beedsheet
Spreading
X X
X
Pick&Place
X
Cotton napkin
Folding
X
X
X
Linen napkin
Unfolding
X X X
Towel rag
Spreading
X X
X
Waffle rag
Unfolding
X X X
Linen rag
Pick&Place
X
Chekered rag
Piling/Unpililng
X
Object

Task

TABLE IV: Objects vs Dataset*
Cr
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

*’X’ denotes that the respective initial state can be used for the indicated
task.

manipulation opportunities. The list of tasks include unimanual
and bimanual manipulation tasks, which spans different complexity levels in manipulation, including some commonly studied tasks in manipulation research as folding or pick&place but
also some uncommon ones as making beds or inserting pillows
in covers, giving the opportunity to study the development of
ubiquitous tasks in our everyday life. Regarding the hardware,
we consider that its restriction to specific ones is counterproductve since textiles already give the sufficient challenges
[25], so any robotic system with grasping capabilities can be
employed to implement the proposed tasks.
•
•
•
•

Folding
Unfolding
Piling/Unpiling
Pick & Place

•
•
•

Spreading
Bed making
Pillowcase fitting

In Table III we list the objects that can be used in each
of the tasks, relating them with the initial configurations from
which they can be started. For the sake of clearness, we have
grouped some objects as some of them can be used in the
same combination of tasks and initial states. Highlighted in
bold there are tasks that are most natural for each group of
objects (e.g. Fitting for the pillowcases).
As showcase on how to use the objects in the set and the
presented guidelines, in the dedicated website we added a
section with videos of practical examples.
1) Folding: Task definition: Grasp two adjacent corners
and manipulate the cloth to join the contrary ones, folding the
cloth by half. This process should be repeated for the desired
number of folds. Its final state will outcome in [Fd].

Object
Small towel
Big towel
Medium towel
x5
Sq. pillowcase
Rect. pillowcase
Bedsheet
Fitted bedsheet
Rect. tablecloth
Round tablecloth
Napkins and rags

Ft
Z-RGBD
Z-RGBD
Z-RGBD
-

Fd

Cloth configuration
Hco
H2co

Pile

Fitted

3D model
F-RGBD F-RGBD F-RGBD
Z-RGBD
3D model
- 3D model
F-RGBD F-RGBD F-RGBD F-RGBD
Z-RGBD
3D model
- 3D model
F-RGBD F-RGBD F-RGBD
- F-RGBD
Z-RGBD
3D model
F-RGBD
- F-RGBD
Z-RGBD
-

- 3D model
- 3D model
- F-RGBD F-RGBD F-RGBD F-RGBD
Z-RGBD Z-RGBD
-

-

*F-RGBD and Z-RGBD corresponds to Frontal and Zenithal color and depth images,
respectively.

Setup description: This task can be performed with any of
the objects presented. With respect to the initial configurations,
[Fd] and [Ft] states are the most used when performing this
task but [Hco] and [H2co] can be considered as initial configurations to simplify the number of manipulations required
to perform the task by reducing its pipeline execution.
Evaluation and metrics: To assess the performance of this
task, it will be necessary to measure the initial and final area
of the cloth and compare them. The metrics will be defined
according to the folding approach, if the folding protocol of
Section IV-A is followed, the final area should be 1/8 of the
entire area of the cloth. Also, measuring the area of each of the
three folds is useful in order to track possible errors that could
be hidden between the consecutive folds. The area after each
of the folds should be 1/2 of the area from which it started.
In addition, a wrinkle or bend estimation will be useful to
quantify the quality of the folds.
Due to the relevance of this task, there is already a related
benchmark in [21], where specific metrics are defined to
evaluate the result of the task.
2) Unfolding: Task definition: Unfolding is a useful task
for setting the objects to its canonical form for recognition
purposes or as a preparation step for continuing with other
tasks as folding or spreading. This task basically consists on
grasping a corner of the cloth and then locating and grasping
the second corner until having the cloth spread in the air. Its
final state corresponds to [H2co].
Setup description: This task can be executed with any of
the objects, but we suggest the exception of the fitted bedsheet
since due to their elastic hems its quite difficult to mantain the
cloth completely flat so it will be complex to assess whether
it is successfully unfolded or not. The initial configurations
could be folded [Fd], crumpled [Cr], flat [Ft] or hanging by
one corner [Hco].
Evaluation and metrics: A method to assess the success of
this task could be to use a technique of shape detection using a
RGB camera in order to match it to the predefined geometry
of the object. Also, the distance of the end effectors to the
corners could be measured, having more score the closer it is,
since this could ease the next action (e.g. folding or placing).
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3) Pick&Place: Task definition: This is the most common
and simpler task performed with rigid objects, but in the
case of textiles it is not as trivial as it seems. Picking and
placing crumpled clothes is usually performed for laundry
applications, where the configuration of the cloth is not
important, but it does not offer much manipulation challenges.
In contrary, picking and placing folded items suppose to grasp
and move the cloth maintaining the same configuration without
unfolding it, what usually requires bimanual manipulations or
the implementation of more complex strategies as dynamic
motions in the placement.
Setup description: According to the task description, the
initial states for this task could be both crumpled [Cr] or
folded [Fd]. Any of the objects of the cloth set could be
used for its implementation, having more or less complexity
according to the weight and fabric dynamics of the object.
The napkins and rags are the most suitable for this task as
they have the same size but offer different rigidities.
Evaluation and metrics: The assessment of this task
consists on the placement error, that includes the position and
orientation error comparing it to the expected goal. In addition,
in the case of pick&place of folded items the evaluation should
also consider the configuration of the placed cloth (i.e. if it has
been unfolded or not).
4) Pilling/Unpilling: Task definition: This task is a derivative of the previous one, where the objects are whether initially
piled or the placement goal is to place them one on top of the
other.
Setup description: The objects more suitable for this task
are the ones repeated, that is to say, the five medium towels or
the rags. The initial configuration can be with the individual
objects folded [Fd] or with all of them piled [Pl].
Evaluation and metrics: This task is one of the most
complex to assess. Scoring can include the pose of each of
the piled objects, the quality of the pile stability, the quantity
of wrinkles and bends of each piled item or how much each
of them has been unfolded, etc. Some automatic tool could
consist on a point cloud or model matching of the final pile
with its corresponding 3D model provided.
5) Spreading: Task definition: This task consists on placing the objects into the flat state [Ft] on top of a flat
surface, e.g. a table. Depending on the object, it will either
be completely inside the table or will cover entirely the table
as in the case of the tablecloths.
Setup description: Any of the objects can be used. All
initial configuration can suite with this task except the flat
state [Ft], which corresponds to the task outcome.
Evaluation and metrics: The rotation and translation errors
of the spread cloth is a good assessment metric for this task.
In addition, for small/medium objects, some automatic tool to
detect bends or wrinkles can also be used performing shape
matching, obtaining a continuous scoring as in [26]. For larger
items we can find an example in [21] where it is proposed a
detailed benchmark for the tablecloth spreading task including
the task description and the definition of specific evaluation
metrics.
6) Bed making and Pillowcase fitting: Some objects of
the set allow to implement cloth manipulation tasks which
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Fig. 6: Color and depth data (top and bottom rows, respectively) for
the medium towel for states [Ft], [Fd] and [Hco] (from left to right).

have not been much studied in literature due to their high
complexity. These two tasks require bimanual robotic systems
working in a wide workspace due to the size of the clothes
as the bedsheets. They also require complex manipulations
as for example force-position controls for fitting the elastic
hem of the fitted bedsheets, synchronized dynamic motions
for spreading and inserting a pillow in a pillowcase without it
goes out from the other side.
V. DATA SET
In addition to the distribution of the physical set, we created
a very simple database of the objects in order to provide an
overview of the individual objects in different formats and
configurations. This includes an RGB-D dataset of all the
objects in different configurations as well as 3D mesh models
of some folded and piled items. In addition, microscopic
images are also available for a more detailed view of the yarn
type of each object. Table IV presents a summary of the type
of data provided for each object and configuration. All these
data can be downloaded from the paper website. The purpose
of this database is not for being used as training as it does not
have enough data, but as testing data for some computer vision
and simulation approaches as feature detection, classification,
object scene initialization, etc. The dataset can also be used at
any part of the robotic execution, for example, to evaluate the
current state of the manipulation, to define initial configuration
scenes, to evaluate final scenes to measure results, and to apply
perception methods like state estimation or grasp detection
points. Then, the real set of objects can be used to evaluate
the developed methods by directly transferring the results to
real robotic demonstrations.
To capture color and depth images we have used an Asus
Xtion Pro Live camera placed on tripods to take frontal and
zenithal images (check the website for details). For the zenithal
images, clothes where initially placed flat on a table and then
folded in three folds following protocols in Section IV-A.
Color and depth images are taken for the initial flat configuration and for each of the folds performed. For the frontal
images, clothes are placed hanging from a corner to give an
overview of their deformability and size and compare between
the objects.
Figure 7 shows some examples of the 3D models that are
also available for all folded objects as well as the piled medium
towels and stacked rags. To obtain the models we used the
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Fig. 7: 3D model scan examples, from top-left to bottom-right, the
linen napkin, the waffle rag, a pile of towels and the towel rag.

Artec Eva scanner, and as with the RGB-D images, all the
clothes are folded following the protocol in Section IV-A, and
stacked in same orientation for the pilled scans. These models
can be used for scene initialization in a simulator.
In addition to the RGB-D dataset and 3D mesh models of
the objects, we took microscopic views (check related website
for download) of all the textiles for identifying the type of
yarn as proposed in [22]. This images have been taken with
a Sensofar plu2300 and have an augmentation of x5, but in
contrary to [22], microscopic images are not conclusive for
determining the type of knit of the clothes.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
We believe that the community can benefit from a wellstablished physical object set that serves to create benchmarks.
With this aim, a carefully selection of textile household objects
found in our daily life is presented, spanning a variety of cloth
types, sizes and characteristics that allow multiple robotic tasks
possibilities of different natures. We also offered solutions
to some of the most relevant challenges presented when
benchmarking cloth manipulation such as protocols to set the
clothes in relevant configurations. The paper also presents a
simple dataset provided to show the potential of the cloth set
besides its use for physical manipulation.
How to design benchmarks for robotic manipulation, and
particularly for textile manipulation, is an intense discussion
tackled in several active projects and among different institutions, because it is very complex. We belief that the distribution of the object set will set the grounds for a collaboration
between these institutions to enlarge the present object set
with more textile objects to perform other applications such as
dressing (e.g. T-shirts, trousers, etc) or with cloth-type samples
to cover as many textile materials as possible.
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